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Abstract: 

There is no room for doubt about the value and importance of using 4K cameras and their lenses 

in documenting people’s festivals, which in turn show folklore topics in a high-resolution and 

more clear detail and landmarks than it was, as he used non-specialized cameras for individuals 

who had nothing to do with photography or field work, so they took random pictures Inaccurate 

and these images are used as documentation tools for people’s festivals, which are held once a 

year. Therefore, it was necessary to search for a more quality technique to show the artistic and 

aesthetic value of the performing arts that artists perform within folk festivals to be an honorable 

destination with a tourist impact. This value is highlighted by the field researchers who They 

will have the ability to use modern technical. 

In recording and documenting events brilliantly, as well as their ability to document information 

with a practical approach based on the method of field collection by newsmen:  

conclusions: 

1- Employment of modern technologies greatly serves folklore topics in a large number of ways. 

2- People’s festivals bring to us many cultural aspects that we must stop and deal with in many 

scientific researches. 

3- We cannot separate one science from the other, as the use of the latest cameras in the field 

of field research will serve the technical process wonderfully . 

4- 4K cameras have many features that make them able to deal with folklore topics in terms of 

documentation accurately and easily. 
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